Microblogging is a type of blog used by people to express their opinions, attitudes, and feelings toward entities with a short message and this message is easily shared through the network of connected people. Knowing their sentiments would be bene¯cial for decision-making, planning, visualization, and so on. Grouping similar microblogging messages can convey some meaningful sentiments toward an entity. This task can be accomplished by using a simple and fast clustering algorithm, K-means. As the microblogging messages are short and noisy they cause high sparseness and high-dimensional dataset. To overcome this problem, term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) technique is employed for selecting the relevant features, and singular value decomposition (SVD) technique is employed for reducing the high-dimensional dataset while still retaining the most relevant features. These two techniques adjust dataset to improve the K-means e±ciently. Another problem comes from K-means itself. K-means result relies on the initial state of centroids, the random initial state of centroids usually causes convergence to a local optimum. To¯nd a global optimum, arti¯cial bee colony (ABC), a novel swarm intelligence algorithm, is employed to¯nd the best initial state of centroids. Silhouette analysis technique is also used to¯nd optimal K. After clustering into K groups, each group will be scored by SentiWordNet and we analyzed the sentiment polarities of each group. Our approach shows that combining various techniques (i.e., tf-idf, SVD, and ABC) can signi¯cantly improve K-means result (41% from normal K-means).
Introduction
Microblogging is a type of blog used by many people to express their opinions, attitudes, and feelings toward entities with a short message. These short messages can spread rapidly through the network of connected people. This is a reason that nowadays microblogging platform has gained popularity among individuals and celebrities to share their messages to their followers. Massive number of messages are *Corresponding author. posted per day; this becomes an excellent resource to exploit the current sentiment trends underlying these messages. Knowing aggregated sentiments toward an entity would be bene¯cial in many ways, e.g., a company can visualize the feedbacks of products and further improve its products or can design advertising campaigns to cover more customer targets, government or organization can monitor people's satisfaction and can solve problems in time.
Twitter is the most popular microblogging platform which allows users to post a message within 140 characters (on November 2017, this constraint was doubled to 280 except Chinese, Japanese and Korean language). These messages comprised of slangs, abbreviations, links, hashtags, and emoticons. Short and noisy messages are challenging problems for sentiment analysis until now. There are many machine learning approaches to handle sentiment analysis, but clustering is one of the unsupervised machine learning approaches that requires no labels while trying to group similar messages into a cluster. This cluster can be exploited to¯nd underlying sentiments toward an entity. K-means is a simple and fast one. K-means deploys K centroids (K must be de¯ned at the¯rst place), each centroid recruits the nearest data into its cluster using Euclidean distance and then recalibrates its centroid by the mean of all data within the cluster. The process is iterative until centroids have no changes. The short and noisy message causes high sparseness and high-dimensional dataset which make K-means to lose its e±ciency when dealing with it. K-means also depends on the initial state of centroids which usually converges to a local optimum. To tackle these drawbacks, the proposed approach will be explained in the following sections.
After these drawbacks have been solved, the next step is to¯nd the optimal number of clusters K, which best describes data. When clustering is completed, each message within a cluster will be scored by counting the positive and negative terms using SentiWordNet, 1 a lexicon resource for sentiment analysis and opinion mining, and then we analyzed the sentiment polarities of each group. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related works, Sec. 3 discusses the proposed approach, Sec. 4 provides the experiments and results, and Sec. 5 provides the conclusion and further works.
Related Works
The objective of sentiment analysis is to identify the subjective information that re°ects author's opinion regarding something or someone by using natural language processing, text analytics, computational linguistics, etc., based on document-level or sentence-level classi¯cation. Some researchers consider sentiment analysis of microblogging messages just the same as sentiment analysis at sentence level 2,3 while trying to¯nd the polarity of words and phrases within the sentence. Due to the characteristics of microblogging messages using a lot of slangs, abbreviations, links, hashtags, and emoticons, the state-of-the-art techniques that perform well at document level might fail on microblogging message. Researchers 4,5 extensively studied the characteristic of microblogging. Some researchers automatically constructed a corpus using emoticons and hashtags and used various machine learning approaches to train a model. Agarwal et al. 6 introduced a new feature space, POS-speci¯c prior polarity features which are combined between part of speech tags and the prior polarity of words. These approaches outperformed the baseline. Microblogging corpus is a mixed domain; the same word in a di®erent domain may convey di®erent polarity. Local contextual features are not enough to distinguish the correct polarity due to the sparseness of features. Xiang and Zhou 7 used topic information using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to assist in identifying the correct polarity. They proposed a model which outperformed the state-of-the-art baseline.
When these various techniques gain very high accuracy, they extend the use of sentiment analysis on microblogging to predict stock market 8 or get customer insight. 9 Most of the algorithms are supervised machine learning methods; when performing this analysis they need well-prede¯ned labels of a corpus which require much time and human e®ort. With the limitation on resources, these approaches are not suitable for performing sentiment analysis on the data streaming paradigm. K-means clustering technique has advantages of requiring no labels and fast performance. Paulraj and Neelamegam 10 improved the performance of K-means clustering for a high-dimensional dataset. They used principal component analysis (PCA), which is equivalent to using singular value decomposition (SVD) technique on the covariance matrix of a dataset, to reduce high-dimensional dataset. They also proposed a new initial centroid method by computing the variance of data in each dimension,¯nding the column with the maximum variance, sorting it in any order, partitioning the data into k subsets, and then¯nding the median of each subset to be an initial centroid of each cluster. The dataset of their experiment is a chemical analysis of wines grown in a region in Italy. Compared to the context of text analysis using Bag of Words (BOW) model, high frequency of a word characterizes the word when applying PCA technique; it will bias the high frequency according to its means that makes the word lose its characteristic. So our work solely used the SVD technique instead.
The result of K-means depends on the initial state of centroids which usually converges to the local optimum, see Fig. 1 ; an inertia value is calculated by all distances between the data and the centroid in every cluster. The goal is to¯nd initial centroids that produce the smallest inertia value which is considered as the global optimum. There are many approaches to tackle this problem, e.g., genetic algorithm. 11 However, the novel swarm intelligence algorithm, arti¯cial bee colony (ABC), has many advantages compared to the genetic algorithm. ABC mimics and simulates the foraging behavior of honey bees and is very robust to solve a continuous nonlinear optimization problem initially proposed by Karaboga. 12 ABC has a very simple concept, fast convergence, strong robustness, high°exibility, fewer setting parameters, and is easy to implement. Karaboga and Ozturk 13 also used ABC in data clustering techniques trying to search for the optimal centroids of each cluster. They also compared the result with particle swarm optimization (PSO) and other nine classi¯cation techniques. The dataset was from UCI Machine Learning Repository. The simulation results indicated that ABC performs e±ciently with multivariate data clustering. Armano and Farmani 14 combined ABC and the K-means technique called as kABC. The simulation results show that kABC has more ability to search for the global optimum when compared with normal K-means. They used three real-life datasets, i.e., Iris (d ¼ 4), Wine (d ¼ 13), and Contraceptive Method Choice (d ¼ 10). According to the authors' knowledge, no comprehensive works were dedicated to studying K-means with ABC for a high-dimensional dataset like in sentiment analysis of microblogging which will be further investigated in this paper.
As we have mentioned earlier, when performing sentiment analysis on streaming data with the limitation of resources,¯nding the overall contextual polarity scored by using a lexicon-based approach is a quick way. As reported in Ref. 15 , Senti-WordNet emerged as the best performing lexical resource for sentiment analysis of microblog posts. SentiWordNet is developed based on quantitative analysis of the de¯nitions associated with the set of synonyms and semi-supervised classi¯cations. Training dataset started with a small amount of manual tagging and then Word-Net 16 graph was used to¯nd associated synsets for bootstrapping the training dataset. The three numerical scores (objective score, positive score, and negative score) are produced by combining the results of a committee of eight ternary classi¯cations. SentiWordNet has been used in many research works involving microblogging, e.g., Chamlertwat et al. 9 discovered insight from Twitter by sentiment analysis, Hamzehei et al. 17 proposed a scalable semantic-based sentiment analysis methodology, and so on.
Proposed Method
Our approach involves three main stages: Pre-processing stage, clustering stage, and interpreting stage.
Pre-processing stage
Microblogging platform, Twitter, was used as a study case. Twitter message (or tweet) can be composed with a maximum of 280 characters. The structure of a possible tweet is depicted by Fig. 2 . A Twitter user who has been mentioned in the tweet will be preceded by an @ symbol. A hashtag is used to help the other Twitter users easily search or¯nd the tweet that will be preceded by a # symbol. URL can be included in the tweet for the compact purpose, which usually has been found in a shortened form. Besides this, the main message can be comprised of slangs, emoticons, and abbreviations. To make a corpus, tweets have been collected through the Twitter API by specifying a keyword. Twitter API has many limitations such as it cannot collect the tweets that are older than a week from the current date, there is a time window that limits the number of tweets that can be collected.
Remove non-English messages
In this paper, only English messages were considered; a tweet was collected in JSON format. One of the JSON¯elds named \lang" identi¯es the language of the tweet. If \lang" has been set to \en" (stands for the English language), then this tweet will be sent to the next step.
Remove redundant messages
Twitter provides a feature that allows users to repost or forward a tweet from another user to their followers. While collecting tweets, it is possible to get redundant tweets. To remove these redundant tweets, one of the JSON¯elds named \retweeted" identi¯es whether the tweet is retweeted. If this¯eld has been set to \True" (Boolean value), then this tweet will be removed. This method does not work with manually retweeted one or the one retweeted from third-party applications which is just copying a tweet message to its new tweet post. Some tweets use the word \RT" preceding the mentioned user to give credit. Thus, cosine similarity has been used to compare the current tweet with the existing tweets in the corpus. From Eq. (1). t 1 and t 2 are the term-frequency (tf) vectors of the tweet. Cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1. If t 1 and t 2 are almost similar, cosine similarity will be close to 1:
To¯lter out similar tweets, a threshold has been set to about 0.7, the tweets that have cosine similarity above this threshold will be removed.
Remove mentioned users, links, and symbols
Mentioned users, links, and symbols are not useful for the clustering stage, but hashtags help us categorize the tweets. The tweets that use the same hashtag should be categorized into the same group. Thus, hashtags that are still in the tweets by only removing # preceding the hashtag, for the mentioned users, links, and symbols, are¯ltered out from the tweet by using the regular expressions \@nSþ", \https*:// S+", and \[a-zA-Z0-9]þ", respectively.
Tokenize messages, part of speech tagging, remove stop words, and lemmatize messages
Each tweet will be segmented into substrings (or tokens) using whitespaces as a delimiter. This process called \tokenization" is provided by NLTK. a Each token will be tagged with WordNet part of speech with four functions, i.e., noun, verb, adjective, and adverb, by using NLTK. Stop words are commonly used words such as \a", \and", \the", \in", \on", \at", \is", \am", \are", etc. These stop words provide no information about the tweet and are useless for any computations. Thus, each token is checked for whether it is a stop word. If it is a stop word, this token will be removed. After that, each token will be returned to its root word if possible, e.g., \tries" or \tried" or \trying" returned to \try". This process is called \lemmatization" which helps us refer to the same thing when trying to categorize them. Lemmatization in this paper is done using WordNet's built-in Morphy function provided by NLTK.
Clustering stage
For now, each tweet is in the form of a series of tokens (or terms). This form cannot be computed, so it must be converted to computational form using BOW model. Each tweet will be represented as a set of numerical features which will be later selected and extracted. ABC is now performed to¯nd the optimal initial centroids, a NTLK is a platform for building Python programs to work with human language data, for more details visit https://www.nltk.org. and then, K-means takes over the rest. These steps are iterated over and over to¯nd the optimal K using silhouette analysis.
Feature selection
The input of BOW model is all tweets in a corpus. The output of BOW model is like a matrix comprised of rows and columns. BOW model scans all terms in all tweets and keeps adding an unseen term as a column (or in other words a feature). Each row represents each tweet in a corpus; each tweet is represented as a set of numerical features instead of a series of terms. Each feature is numbered by counting how many terms occur in its tweet which is equivalent to the tf model as shown in Eq. (2). t is a term, d is a document (or a tweet), and f t;d is the number of times that term t occurs in document d:
High or low frequency of term alone cannot characterize the tweet well. It also depends on how much the term is rare or common across all tweets in the corpus. The inverse document frequency or idf is a measure based on logarithmically scaled inverse fraction which is described in Eq. (3). t is a term, D denotes all documents (or tweets), jDj is the number of documents, and jfd 2 D : t 2 dj is the number of terms t that appear in all documents. This will scale up the term that is rarely used and scale down when the term is commonly used:
Then apply idf to tf as shown in Eq. (4), tf-idf stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency:
As the lengths of tweets are not the same, the term frequency may be biased toward the longer tweets that makes them look more important than they are. L 2 normalization is used to get rid of this issue. Through the preceding processes, all tweets in the corpus were already in vectorial form. Each tweet vector was divided by its norm as described in Eq. (5):t
The¯nal step is to select the features. Some features that have document frequency lower than the given threshold (or cut-o® value) will be ignored, e.g., some terms that occurred in too few documents in the entire corpus, since these terms make high-dimensional dataset and are considered as noise. On the other hand, some features that have document frequency higher than the given threshold will be ignored, e.g., some terms that occurred in too many documents in the entire corpus (corpus-speci¯c stop words), since these terms provide no information and also make redundant features and high-dimensional dataset.
Feature extraction
K-means uses Euclidean distance when the number of dimensions tends to in¯nity, the distance between any two sample points will be converged, this means the di®erence between maximum and minimum distances between any two sample points will be the same. K-means loses the ability to measure dissimilarity in higher dimensions, see Eq. (6) . There are two possible solutions for this issue, i.e., changing the distance metric to cosine distance similar to the spherical K-means or reducing high dimensions using feature extraction. Feature extraction is a technique for representing a new smaller feature space from the existing feature space and still describing the data with su±cient accuracy. Both solutions could be applied together:
SVD is one of the feature extraction techniques that is suited for high-dimensional feature space. SVD extracts the most important features that strongly correlated with data. SVD decomposes a matrix M into a product of three matrices, see Eq. (7) . M is an n Â m matrix, U is an n Â n square and unitary matrix, AE is an n Â m diagonal matrix, and V Ã is an m Â m square and unitary matrix. Matrix U measures a correlation among columns of matrix M. Matrix V measures a correlation among rows of matrix M. U and V both give a descending order of important correlations according to matrix M:
The values along the diagonal matrix AE are called singular values (). These singular values are in descending order of important factors contributing to matrix
M can be approximated by choosing the¯rst k terms of the foregoing summation, the size of approximated matrix M is n Â k. Matrix M is now truncated into a lower-dimension feature space which is ready for clustering. SVD function used in this paper is provided by the scikit-learn library. b Normalizing the matrix M will change the behavior of Euclidean distance to act similar to cosine distance automatically.
Clustering using K-means
K-means needs to prede¯ne the number of clusters (K)¯rst and then can randomly deploy K centroids. Euclidean distance between a data point and centroid can be b The scikit-learn is a free software machine library for Python programming language, for more details visit http://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html. calculated by Eq. (8), x is a data point, c is a centroid, and D is the number of dimensions. We measure the Euclidean distance between all data points and all centroids and check each data point whose centroid is the closest, then assign this data point as belonging to the corresponding cluster:
Next, we calculate the mean of all data points within each cluster and assign this mean value to be a new centroid of this cluster as in Eq. (9); c is a new centroid, n is the number of data points in cluster A, and x is a data point in cluster A:
This process is iterated until all clusters' result has no change or it reaches a certain number of iterations. The result of K-means depends on the initial centroids. The centroids may converge to local optimum. Selecting the optimal initial centroids can be achieved through various techniques. In this work we will use ABC algorithm which will be described in the next subsection.
Find the initial centroids using ABC
ABC algorithm simulates the foraging behaviors of the bee colony. A food source is represented as a collection of centroids. Each centroid is represented as a data point (a series of numerical features). Reducing a feature space also reduces the searching space of the initial centroids. The objective is to¯nd the best food source among all food sources in the considered environment by evaluating the nectar amount they provide. All food sources are randomly initialized by Eq. (10) . There are three kinds of bees, i.e., employed bees, onlooker bees, and scout bees. All food sources are in employed bees' memory. At¯rst, employed bees make a mutation to produce new food sources based on the current food sources in their memory using Eq. (11), and evaluate the nectar amount between the new food sources and the current food sources with the¯tness function using Eq. (12) . If the new food sources provide more nectar amount than the current food sources, the current food sources will be replaced in their memory; otherwise, it will be ignored. There is a counter to count the trials of improvement. After the employed bees¯nished exploiting the food sources, they°y back to the hive and share information about nectar amount of food sources in their memory in the dancing area to onlooker bees. Onlooker bees will choose the food sources depending on the probability in Eq. (13) which is proportional to the¯tness function. Onlooker bees will do the same thing as employed bees did. If the food sources cannot improve and exceed the limit of trials, the current food sources will be abandoned and the scout bees will be allowed to take responsibility to¯nd the new food sources and replace in their memory. Technical detail is given below:
In the initialization phase, each food source z i;j is randomly initialized by Eq. (10), i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; FN, where FN is the number of food sources which is usually equal to half of the colony size (employed bees and onlooker bees), j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; D, where D is the number of parameters of the problem to be optimized; in this context, it is the number of clusters:
In the above equation, lb and ub are the lower bound and upper bound of jth parameter. Each food source is also evaluated for¯tness by using Eq. (12) . The counter for trials of improvement in each food number is set to 0.
In the employed bees phase, an employed bee is trying to search for a better food source by modifying some parameters of the existing food source with a neighborhood food source, Eq. (11), k is a randomly selected food source and not the same as i, and j is a randomly selected parameter. is a random number within a range [À1, 1]:
After a new food source is assigned, it will be tested for¯tness by passing the food source as initial centroids to K-means function, the result of K-means can be used to test the¯tness as shown in Eq. (12) . F i is the total summation of squared distances between all datasets (X) and their cluster centroids (C). The objective function of ABC algorithm, in this case, is to minimize F i . Fit i is inversely proportional to f i , ranging from 0 to 1, it denotes transition from bad to good¯tness:
If a new food source (v i;j ) has a better¯tness value, it will replace the existing one (z i;j ), the counter of trials is set to 0 again. After all employed bees have done their jobs, they°y back to the hive and share information about the nectar amount (¯tness value of each food source) to onlooker bees in the dancing area.
In the onlooker bees phase, an onlooker bee will choose a food source based on probability as shown in Eq. (13) . This probability is calculated by using the¯tness value shared by the employed bees in the dancing area. Higher nectar amount of a food source can attract more onlooker bees to exploit:
Onlooker bees will do the same thing as employed bees did, they will try to improve a food source.
In scout bees phase, after all onlooker bees¯nished their jobs, scout bees will check all food sources to¯nd the one which has the counter of trials exceeding the parameter \limit", that means this food source cannot improve anymore, so it will be replaced with the new food source by Eq. (10) .
ABC algorithm pseudocode is listed as follows: If the food source counter exceeds the limit Replace food source with Eq. (10) 7: Memorize the best food source 8: Cycle=Cycle+1 9: Until Cycle=MaxCycleNumber ABC algorithm can be run many times; after¯nishing the execution of the algorithm, the best solution is picked as the¯nal answer. Now optimal initial centroids have been assigned by ABC algorithm. The next step is to perform clustering using K-means, the possible number of clusters K ranges from two to the number of tweets, which is a huge value of K. Therefore, we tried only some di®erent K values and chose the optimal given the metrics using silhouette analysis.
Select the number of clusters by using silhouette analysis
Silhouette analysis is a graphical tool for interpretation and validation of cluster analysis by measuring how close each data point is in a cluster compared to other data points in its neighboring clusters. Silhouette coe±cient for each data point is calculated by using Eq. (12), a is the mean inter-cluster distance and b is the mean nearest-cluster distance. For more clari¯cation, a is the mean distance between a data point and other data points within its cluster, b is the mean distance between a data point and all data points in the nearest cluster:
A silhouette coe±cient is in the range of [À1,1]; when the silhouette coe±cient is close to 1, b is larger than a that means a data point is very far from the nearestneighbor cluster, and the data point is very close to other data points within its cluster. It can be said that the data point is well assigned to the right cluster. On the other hand, the silhouette coe±cient that is close to À1 means the data point is wrongly assigned to the right cluster, and a value 0 means the data point is on the overlapping clusters. The silhouette coe±cient for all clusters can be simply calculated by an average of the silhouette coe±cients of all data points. For example, in Fig. 4 , 500 data points scatter in three groups, one is distinctly far from the other two. The right-hand side shows the result of K-means, i.e., the data points of each cluster. The left-hand side shows the silhouette coe±cient of each cluster. The thickness of each cluster plot depends on the number of data points lying in the cluster. The red bar is the average of the silhouette coe±cients of entire clusters. Start the analysis using K-means, when K ¼ 2 (the number of clusters), see Fig. 3 , the average of the silhouette coe±cients is very high (0.767805), cluster zero and Fig. 3 . The silhouette coe±cient plots with two clusters. cluster one are entirely separated. However, the thickness of cluster zero is very big which can be divided into two subgroups. When K ¼ 3, see Fig. 4 , the average of the silhouette coe±cients is also very high (0.730842), the thicknesses of all clusters are quite similar, and most of the data points are above average, i.e., this is the perfect number of clusters to be chosen. When K ¼ 4, see Fig. 5 , we can see the bad pick of the number of clusters, due to the lowest average of the silhouette coe±cients (0.607216), the thicknesses of clusters are not quite similar, and many data points are below the average.
To select the optimal number of clusters (K), the following aspects must be considered. First, the average of silhouette coe±cients should be close to one as much as possible. Second, the plot of each cluster must be above the average of the silhouette coe±cients as much as possible. Third, the thicknesses of all the clusters must be uniform as much as possible. After K-means and ABC have been run many times with di®erent numbers of clusters (K), the best number of clusters will be selected based on previous aspects. The result of K-means and ABC with the optimal number of clusters will be interpreted in the next subsection.
Interpretation stage
The result of K-means indicates that all tweets are grouped into K clusters. Each cluster will be given a score by its aggregated scored tweets with the help of Senti-WordNet. Each tweet that has passed the pre-processing stage was already tagged with WordNet part-of-speech. A sentiment score of each term in the tweet will be retrieved with its tag (i.e., noun, verb, adjective, and adverb) and its word sense which depends on its context.
Word sense disambiguation
The technique used to determine which word sense will be chosen is called word sense disambiguation (WSD). A simpli¯ed Lesk is the simple WSD algorithm proposed by Lesk 18 which returns the synset (set of synonyms) that has a maximum overlap between context sentence and its de¯nition which implies that this sense is most likely to be related with the context. For example, \bank" from the sentence \I went to the bank to deposit money". There are many synsets associated with the noun \bank" as shown in Table 1 .
The synset depository¯nancial institution.n.01 will be chosen because its de¯nition has a maximum overlap, \deposit" and \money", in common with the context sentence. Banerjee and Pedersen developed an adapted Lesk algorithm 19 which is the improved version from the previous one. Window context has been used and they considered not only the de¯nition associated with the synset but also its relations, i.e., hypernym, hyponym, meronym, and toponym retrieved from WordNet in each Table 1 . Synsets and the de¯nitions associated with \bank".
Synsets
De¯nitions bank.n.01 Sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water) depository¯nancial institution.n.01
A¯nancial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money into lending activities bank.n.03
A long ridge or pile bank.n.04
An arrangement of similar objects in a row or in tiers bank.n.05
A supply or stock held in reserve for future use (especially in emergencies) bank.n.06
The funds held by a gambling house or the dealer in some gambling games bank.n.07
A slope in the turn of a road or track; the outside is higher than the inside in order to reduce the e®ects of centrifugal force savings bank.n.02
A container (usually with a slot in the top) for keeping money at home bank.n.09
A building in which the business of banking transacted bank.n. 10 A°ight maneuver; aircraft tips laterally about its longitudinal axis (especially in turning) pair, and rede¯ned an overlap between each pair to be one or more consecutive words. The score is equal to the square of the number of words that are in the overlap. In this paper, the adapted Lesk algorithm has been adopted to solve the WSD problem. If no overlaps are found, the algorithm will return the¯rst synset which happens frequently and may return a very bad synset, due to the short sentence and informal language styles. This issue needs to be resolved in future work.
Scoring with SentiWordNet
SentiWordNet is a public lexicon resource in which each WordNet synset is given three numerical scores: objective score, positive score, and negative score, and the summation of three scores is one. SentiWordNet is developed based on quantitative analysis of the de¯nition associated with the synsets and semi-supervised synset classi¯cations. Training dataset started with a small amount of manual tagging and then WordNet graph was used to¯nd associated synsets for bootstrapping the training dataset. The three scores were produced by combining the results of a committee of eight ternary classi¯cations. The positive and negative scores of each tweet are given in Eq. (15):
S pos ¼ X n i¼1 pos score i n ;
where n is the number of terms in the tweet. If the term \no" or \not" is found, the term next to this term will have inverse polarity. The sentiment of the tweet is determined by
Neutral if S pos and S neg ¼ 0:
Finally, for summarizing cluster polarity, the average of each tweet's polarity will be calculated separately. To show what the cluster is all about, the speci¯c number of top-shared terms could also be shown.
Experiments and Results
There are three experiments being conducted. The¯rst experiment is to verify whether K-means with ABC produces a better result than normal K-means with random initial centroids. The second experiment is to¯nd the optimal number of cluster (K) using silhouette analysis. The third experiment is to cluster tweets and interpret their sentiments. All experiments are written in Python (pre-installed NLTK, scikit-learn library) and run under Windows 10 Pro in Intel Core i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz with a RAM of 16 GB.
Dataset setup
Data were collected from Twitter.com with Twitter API using the keyword \iPhoneX". The date of collecting data was at the end of November 2017 which was after iPhoneX had been sold for a while. The primary objective is to see what people think about iPhoneX in various aspects. Dataset is comprised of 1000 nonredundant tweets. To verify the accuracy of SentiWordNet, each tweet was manually labeled with a polarity, i.e., 228 positive records, 104 negative records, and 668 neutral records.
Feature selection and feature extraction
Each tweet was transformed into a vectorial form using tf-idf and we ignored the terms that appeared in more than 50% of the documents, and also the terms that appeared only once in all the documents. The number of dimensions in this dataset was 832, and then we applied SVD technique to reduce the dimensions. Selecting the optimal dimensions can be considered based on the amount of variance by plotting the singular values and selecting the knee of the curve as the cut-o® point. As shown in Fig. 6 , around 200 dimensions or 70% of the amount of variance should be selected which discarded around 600 dimensions. The number of dimensions is relative to the optimal number of clusters as well. Fewer dimensions allow for clustering the broader concepts contained in the dataset, and higher dimensions enable to cluster more speci¯c concepts contained in the dataset. In the latter experiments, only 20 dimensions (20% of the amount of variance) were selected for easier demonstration which have the optimal number of clusters (K) of around 20. 
K-means with ABC versus normal K-means
Even if the number of clusters (K) has not been determined, it can be picked as any number in the range from two to the number of tweets. In this experiment, K was arbitrarily set to 24. Dataset was from the previous subsection that had passed through the feature selection and the feature extraction processes. The parameter settings of ABC used default values, i.e., colony size ¼ 40, food number ¼ 20, MaxCycleNumber ¼ 100 (the number of times that mutation occurs), and limit ¼ 100 (the number of times the food source should be abandoned). All were run 100 times, and the results are shown in Table 2 .
The results show that K-means with ABC produces smaller inertia value (327.93) than the normal K-means (420.48), the inertia value is calculated for all distances between data points and their centroid in every cluster, which ABC tries to minimize in order to the global optimum. The inertia value alone cannot describe how well the data points were clustered. Therefore, we used the average of silhouette coe±cients (see Sec. 3.3.3) as another metric to evaluate the improvement of K-means with ABC from the normal K-means. The result shows that K-means with ABC produces a better average of silhouette coe±cients (0.25) than normal K-means (0.18) with 40.66% of improvement that means all data points were better partitioned by K-means with ABC than the normal K-means. On the contrary, K-means with ABC used prolonged running time more than the normal K-means because ABC comprised of many iterations inside the algorithm. We implemented ABC with Python which is a high-level computer language, changing to lower-level computer language such as C would considerably speed up the entire algorithm.
Silhouette analysis
We used K-meansþABC on iPhoneX dataset starting from K ¼ 2 to the number of tweets and considered the three aspects by using silhouette analysis to select the best one. Measure1 is the measure of the data points that have the silhouette coe±cients below the average as listed in the below algorithm. Measure2 is the measure of uniform distribution of each cluster which is the variance of the set of number of 65.54 1.55 À À À À À À À À À tweets in each cluster. Measure1 and Measure2 must be close to 1 as much as possible. Table 3 shows four candidates that produce good results. K ¼ 24 was selected because of the high silhouette coe±cient and small Measure1 and Measure2 values. The graphical plot of the best selection is shown in Fig. 7 .
Clustering tweets, scoring, and interpretation
After using K-means with ABC for clustering iPhoneX dataset with K ¼ 24 clusters, the positive, negative, and neutral polarities of each cluster were scored using Sen-tiWordNet and to see what the cluster is all about; it can be described by listing the most shared terms. Scoring with SentiWordNet was evaluated by using F -score to compare with manually labeled ones. F -measure ranges from 0 to 1. More the F -measure is close to one, the more accurate it becomes. The average F -score is 0.71 as shown in Table 4 , which is reliable for interpretation of the sentiments underlying microblogging messages.
Positive aspects of iPhoneX can be described as follows: From cluster 1 (positive 38%, negative 9%), most users liked photos that were taken from iPhoneX which made them look good, cluster 21 (positive 32%, negative 18%) identi¯ed that users liked the front camera of iPhoneX, cluster 6 (positive 39%, negative 24%) identi¯ed that users also liked the portrait and the sel¯e mode to take a photo. From cluster 3 (positive 75%, negative 0%) and cluster 7 (positive 74%, negative 14%), users were very excited about iPhoneX, they had ordered iPhoneX and¯nally received it at their home. From cluster 8 (positive 29%, negative 4%) and cluster 15 (positive 39%, negative 22%), users liked the new features of iPhoneX, i.e., faceid and animoji. Cluster 20 (positive 50%, negative 8%) was about iPhoneX being rated as one of the Negative aspects of iPhoneX can be described as follows: From cluster 4 (positive 16%, negative 36%), users did not like the notch on the iPhoneX screen and tried tō nd some wallpapers or apps to hide this notch. Cluster 10 (positive 18%, negative 21%) was about the issue that could unlock iPhoneX using faceid with the mask. Cluster 12 (positive 19%, negative 51%) and cluster 13 (positive 13%, negative 22%) were about apps and iOS for iPhoneX which had bugs (unresponsive screen in cold weather) and incompatibility issues, cluster 14 (positive 32%, negative 42%) was about a home button, some users missed this button which had disappeared in iPhoneX. Cluster 18 (positive 26%, negative 35%) was about some users who faced trouble in waiting for iPhoneX and due to the delay in delivery. Under cluster 2 (positive 14%, negative 19%), users argued about iPhoneX and OnePlus 5T, with the opinions being slightly biased toward OnePlus 5T.
Conclusion and Future Works
Microblogging is a type of blog used by people to express their opinions, attitudes, and emotions toward entities with short messages and these messages can be easily shared through their network; knowing their sentiments will be bene¯cial in many ways. Grouping similar messages can convey the underlying sentiments toward an entity. This task can be accomplished by using unsupervised machine learning K-means algorithm which is very simple and fast one, it requires no labels but only prede¯ned number of clusters (K). Our work was dedicated to an extensive study of a novel combination of existing approaches (i.e., SVD, ABC) to improve K-means for a high-dimensional dataset such as in sentiment analysis of microblogging. The characteristic of microblogging message is being short and noisy, tf-idf is used to transform a message to a vectorial form by representing relevant terms with BOW model. SVD technique is also used to reduce dimensions by selecting the most important relevant terms which are desirable by K-means. K-means result depends on the initial state of centroids. ABC algorithm has been used to¯nd the optimal initial state of centroids. ABC algorithm is very robust and has few control parameters. Therefore it produces better K-means result but takes more computing time (around 65 times than the normal K-means) compared with the random initial state of centroids. Selecting the optimal number of clusters can be accomplished by silhouette analysis and is also relative to the number of dimensions selected by SVD technique. Because of K-means with ABC, all messages in each cluster are given a score with the help of SentiWordNet, and polarized into positive, negative, and neutral. Polarities are clustered based on counting messages' polarities. The accuracy of clustering polarities depends on the WSD technique and scores retrieved from SentiWordNet. Our approach shows that combining many techniques, i.e., tf-idf, SVD, ABC, and silhouette analysis, can improve the K-means result signi¯cantly (around 41% improvement over normal K-means using the silhouette metric) when dealing with short and noisy messages. Future works can be conducted in a few ways as follows:
. There are many improved versions of ABC algorithm which can be implemented in future works to achieve a better K-means result. . The unsupervised WSD technique used in the experiment is still not suitable with the short message, supervised WSD might be an alternative to increase WSD performance which can be further investigated.
. Instead of SentiWordNet, there could be other lexicon-based resources that are more appropriate for scoring a short and noisy message or we can use other machine learning approaches to classify a short and noisy message more accurately. . This work considered only hashtags. But links, emoticons, and slangs were¯ltered out of the tweets. In future work, links, emoticons, slangs and also the network of follower/followee can be considered as the features of the dataset.
